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InVest: 1 – Invest in the I Am Nation 

 

As we move into the month of January-Faith-Cerebrum, our goal for 2010 is to “Invest in the I 

Am Nation.” Focusing each month on one of our God-given 12 powers, we shall invest our 

mind, body and soul in spiritual or I Am consciousness within ourselves and all others. 
 

The word invest comes from the Latin in which means “in”; and vestire which means “to clothe” 

and vestis which means “clothing.” Following are 7 dictionary definitions of invest: 

1. To clothe or adorn, as if with a garment 

2. To cover, surround or envelop 

3. To endow with qualities or talents  

4. To install in office with ceremony 

5. To furnish with power and authority 

6. In military terms, to besiege or hem in a town, port or enemy 

7. To commit money in order to earn a financial return, like in stocks, bonds or property 
 

As described in the I Am Nation Proclamation, “The I Am Nation is not a place. It is a pledge of 

consciousness and actions. I Am Nation citizens are those who think, feel and act as spiritual 

beings in a physical body. They are of every religion, philosophy, gender, country, race, age, 

profession and craft, social status. 
 

“They are striving unconditionally to be the high Self, the Christ Self, the I am that I Am. They 

automatically are a network of light which circles the globe sending and receiving the thoughts 

of faith, strength, love, wisdom, will, power, imagination, understanding, order, zeal, 

regeneration and elimination. They radiate these spiritual thoughts to every living creature on 

our beloved planet Earth. 
 

“They are quiet families and homes, schools, communities. They work in every business, 

profession and public service where they strive to bring equality, fairness, and higher standards 

into every aspect of their efforts here and now. There is no formal membership or dues to learn 

how to evolve deliberately into conscious and unified citizens of the I Am Nation.” 
 

Visualization: Clothe, adorn, surround and envelop yourself in a cocoon of light. Within this 

garment of cosmic energy, realize that you are endowed and furnished with 12 spiritual powers. 

Leave an opening in the cocoon atop your head, where a tube of light rises to the Godhead. 
 

See a large letter V descending from God-Spirit-Divine Mind and flowing down the tube. The 

left line of the V, which represents the descent of the Father or positive polarity of God, enters 

your left cerebral hemisphere and insertion the light, laws and ideas of Father God into your 

conscious mind. Via the right line of the V, Mother God or the feminine polarity of the Divine 

infuses Her love and divine feelings into your right cerebral hemisphere and subconscious mind. 
 

The apex or point of the V enters into the center of your cerebrum, investing both of its 

hemispheres with the faith of your I Am or superconscious Self, which fills your whole cerebrum 

with royal blue light. With this faith fortification comes the first new inspiration of how you are to 

invest in the I Am Nation in 2010. Perceive it, believe it, be rock solid with it, invest it.  


